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As I watched the Prime Minister order mass house arrest on Monday night, I felt
revulsion, anger and grief – as anyone brought up when this was a free and wellgoverned country would. I also felt terribly alone.
You could not have known, from anything broadcast that night or printed the
following day, that anyone was unhappy with these events. But they were.
So, above all things this week, I would like to thank all the kind, perplexed people
who have got in touch with me by so many means, to say they share my doubts
about the Government’s handling of Covid-19.
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Many will have seen the films, pictured, taken by Derbyshire police drones, of lonely walkers
on the remote, empty hills, publicly pillorying them for not obeying the regulations. It is
genuinely hard to see what damage these walkers have done, writes PETER HITCHENS

There are, in fact, many of us. If you feel this way, you are nothing like as solitary as
you think.
Next, I would like to thank all those who disagree with me, who choose to abuse me,
often with lies, personal smears and swearwords. Your childish, intolerant reaction
has strengthened me in my conviction that mine is the better case. If your policy is
so good, why can you not defend it like civilised adults? Do you really think that I
regret needless deaths any less than you? Can you not accept that I also have good
motives?
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I now suspect this dark season might get still worse before we see the clear, calm
light of reason again. The greater the mistake we have made, the less willing we are
to admit it or correct it. This is why I greatly fear worse developments in the coming
few days.
When I predicted roadblocks in my column two weeks ago, which I did, I did so out
of an instinct that we were entering on the craziest period of our lives since the
death of Princess Diana. And now there are such roadblocks, officious, embarrassing
blots on our national reputation.
But even I would not have dared to predict the mass house arrest under which we
are all now confined.
I have found the origin of this bizarre Napoleonic decree – a few clauses in the Public
Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984, which I confess I had not even heard of. It just
goes to show how careful you have to be with the wording of the laws you pass.
If the TV this weekend is full of pictures of people sunning themselves in city parks
or escaping to the high hills, there will be plenty of zealots and politicians ready to
call for yet more restrictions, subjecting all of us to collective punishment.
Perhaps we will emulate the French or Italian states, which have returned to their
despotic origins and reduced their populations to a sort of cowering serfdom, barely
able to step into the street.
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I wonder whether there might also be restrictions on what can be said and
published. I can see no necessary bar to this in the law involved.
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Prime Minister Boris Johnson, pictured, who has since contracted the virus himself, placed the
nation on lockdown on Monday

Section 45 C (3) (c) of the Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 (appropriately
enough) is the bit that does it. Once the Health Secretary believes there is a threat to
public health, he has – or claims to have – limitless powers to do what he likes,
‘imposing or enabling the imposition of restrictions or requirements on or in relation
to persons, things or premises in the event of, or in response to, a threat to public
health’.
The former Supreme Court Judge Lord Sumption doubts that the Act can be used in
this way and warns: ‘There is a difference between law and official instructions. It is
the difference between a democracy and a police state. Liberty and the rule of law
are surely worth something, even in the face of a pandemic.’
Lord Sumption is generally a liberal hero, and he was invited to deliver last year’s
BBC Reith Lectures. But the Human Rights crowd have all melted away in the face of
this outrage. So his warning was buried on Page 54 of The Times on Thursday, and
Parliament, already supine, has slunk away after its craven acceptance of new
attacks on liberty on Monday.
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If it ever meets again, it will be as a poor, neutralised thing. One day it may come to
be called the Dummy Parliament. Where is the Supreme Court when you really need
it, come to that?
So do not be surprised by anything. After last week, can we rule anything out? This
new Stasi society has a horrifying level of support. Humberside police are already
advertising a ‘portal’ for citizens to inform on their neighbours for breaking the
‘social distancing’ rules.
If you think they won’t get any takers, think again. Northamptonshire police have
revealed that their control room has had ‘dozens and dozens’ of calls about people
ignoring the order.
They said: ‘We are getting calls from people who say, “I think my neighbour is going
out on a second run – I want you to come and arrest them.” ’
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the online film of Metropolitan police
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sunbathers on Shepherd’s Bush Green in
London, energetically stamping out the
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they have paid so much attention, two
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Others will have seen the films, taken by
Derbyshire police drones, of lonely
walkers on the remote, empty hills,
publicly pillorying them for not obeying
the regulations. It is genuinely hard to
see what damage these walkers have
done.
But as a former resident of the USSR, I
can tell you that this sort of endless
meddling by petty authority in the
details of life, reinforced by narks, is
normal in unfree societies – such as we
have now become for an indefinite
period. It is, by the way, also a seedbed
for corruption.
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Officers approach sunbathers on Shepherd’s
Bush Green in London, energetically
stamping out the foul crime of lying on the
grass (would they have paid so much
attention, two weeks ago, to a gaggle of louts
making an unpleasant noise, or to marijuana
smokers?).

Meanwhile, our economy is still crippled,
and the overpraised Chancellor Rishi
Sunak, like some beaming Dr Feelgood with a case full of dodgy stimulants, seeks to
soothe the pain by huge injections of funny money.
He will get this back from us as soon as we are allowed out again. Just you wait till
you get the bill, in increased taxes, inflation and devastated savings.
It ought not to be so. In fact, several powerful pieces of evidence have come to light,
suggesting that the Great Panic is foolish and wrong.
I shall come to these, to underline the fact that it is not I, alone, who have these
doubts. I do not claim to be an expert. But I refer to those who definitely are experts,
who doubt the wisdom of what we are doing.
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It is sad that far too little of this is being reported as prominently as it should be by
our supposedly diverse and free media, especially the BBC, which has largely closed
its mind and its airwaves to dissent. It is quite funny that a statue of George Orwell
stands by the entrance to the BBC, bearing the inscription: ‘If liberty means anything
at all it means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear.’
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Obviously, they should take it down, as nobody inside the building appears to
believe that.
Crucially, those who began by claiming that we faced half a million deaths from the
coronavirus in this country have now greatly lowered their estimate. Professor Neil
Ferguson was one of those largely responsible for the original panic. He or others
from Imperial college have twice revised his terrifying prophecy, first to fewer than
20,000 and then on Friday to 5,700.
He says intensive care units will probably cope. And he conceded a point made by
critics of the panic policy – that two-thirds of people who die from coronavirus in the
next nine months would most likely have died this year from other causes.
He tried to claim that the shutdown of the country had led to this violent backtrack,
claiming that it was ‘social distancing strategies’ which had brought about his
amazing climbdown. How could he possibly know either that this had happened, or
that it would happen, or that there was any connection between the two?
It is very hard to see by what means he could know any of these things. Could he
have softened his stance because of the publication early last week of a rival view,
from distinguished scientists at Oxford University, led by Sunetra Gupta, Professor of
theoretical epidemiology? It suggests that fewer than one in a thousand of those
infected with Covid-19 become ill enough to need hospital treatment.
The vast majority develop very mild symptoms or none at all. Millions may already
have had it.
This report is being unfairly sneered at by Government toadies, but we shall see. It
seems unlikely that Oxford University would have bungled their work.
And it is obvious that a few days of raggedly enforced house arrest could not have
made so much real difference. Even those who believe in these shutdowns think they
take two weeks to have any effect.
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Cyclists, even children, pictured today in London's Richmond Park, have been spoken to by
police officers amid the coronavirus lockdown

It is fascinating, looking at all the different countries which have adopted different
methods of dealing with the virus, to see just how little of a pattern there is.
It is very hard to link outcome clearly with policy. Even Hong Kong and Singapore,
similar city states which had a similar outcome, adopted different policies. We might
do well not to assume that things work, just because we favour them.
It is more likely that the panic-mongers, having got their way by spreading alarm and
frightening the Prime Minister, are now trying to get us to forget how ludicrous their
original claims were. But first let me issue another warning. If the Government do
decide to release us from mass arrest, they will say, as Prof Ferguson is doing, that
this is because their repressive economy-wrecking measures worked.
We must demand proof, after a thorough independent inquiry, that this is true. For, if
it is not, as I very much suspect, then we are in endless danger.
Any government, using the same pretext, can repeatedly put us through this misery,
impoverishment and confinement. In the end, like the peoples of other despotisms,
we will be grateful to be allowed out at all.
As things stand, the Johnson Government is like a doctor, confronted with a patient
suffering from pneumonia. ‘This is serious,’ says the doctor. ‘I have never seen
anything like this. Unless I act radically, you will die terribly.’
He then proposes to treat the pneumonia by amputating the patient’s left leg, saying
this method has been used successfully in China. The trusting patient agrees. The
patient eventually recovers from pneumonia, as he would have done anyway. The
doctor proclaims that his treatment, though undoubtedly painful and radical, was a
great success. But the patient now has only one leg, and a very large hospital bill
which he cannot afford to pay.
When I argue against this folly, I am accused of not caring about the deaths of the
old. I am old. It is false. I care as much about the deaths of others as anybody. But as
a result of taking my stand, I have received private support from people inside the
NHS seriously disturbed by what is going on.
Now, if you want a scientist who does not support Government policy, the most
impressive of these is Prof Sucharit Bhakdi. If you desire experts, he is one.
He is an infectious medicine specialist, one of the most highly cited medical
research scientists in Germany. He was head of the Institute for Medical
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Microbiology at the Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz, one of Germany’s most
distinguished seats of learning.
In a recent interview he had many uncomplimentary things to say about the
shutdown policy being pursued by so many countries (there is a link on my blog to
the interview, and a transcription).
But perhaps the most powerful was his reply to the suggestion that the closedown of
society would save lives. He argued the contrary, saying this policy was ‘grotesque,
absurd and very dangerous’.
He warned: ‘Our elderly citizens have every right to make efforts not to belong to the
2,200 [in Germany] who daily embark on their last journey. Social contacts and
social events, theatre and music, travel and holiday recreation, sports and hobbies
all help to prolong their stay on Earth. The life expectancy of millions is being
shortened.’
He also gave this warning: ‘The horrifying impact on the world economy threatens
the existence of countless people.
‘The consequences for medical care are profound. Already services to patients who
are in need are reduced, operations cancelled, practices empty, hospital personnel
dwindling.
‘All this will impact profoundly on our whole society.
‘I can only say that all these measures are leading to self-destruction and collective
suicide because of nothing but a spook.’
This is plainly true. Old people who are still healthy, thanks to regular exercise and
busy social lives, will suffer hugely from being trapped in their homes.
But there is another major problem with the Government case. Do the figures show
what they claim to show?
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Many people will die with coronavirus. But this does not mean that they died of it.
This is already a major problem in judging death totals from such countries as Italy.
Yet new rules in the UK mean deaths which may well be mainly from other causes are
recorded as corona deaths.
John Lee, a recently retired professor of pathology and a former NHS consultant
pathologist, writes in The Spectator this weekend that by making Covid-19 a
notifiable disease, the authorities may have distorted the figures.
‘In the current climate, anyone with a positive test for Covid-19 will certainly be
known to clinical staff looking after them: if any of these patients dies, staff will have
to record the Covid-19 designation on the death certificate – contrary to usual
practice for most infections of this kind.
‘There is a big difference between Covid-19 causing death, and Covid-19 being found
in someone who died of other causes.
Making Covid-19 notifiable might give the appearance of it causing increasing
numbers of deaths, whether this is true or not. It might appear far more of a killer
than flu, simply because of the way deaths are recorded.’
This, of course, explains why such an overwhelming number of Covid deaths, here
and abroad, involve so-called ‘underlying conditions’, in fact serious, often fatal,
diseases.
Take this into account whenever you hear official figures of coronavirus deaths.
Dr Lee adds, equally crucially: ‘We risk being convinced that we have averted
something that was never really going to be as severe as we feared.’
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That is the heart of it. It was never going to be as bad as the panic-mongers said.
The hysterical measures taken may well not have done any good. Yet our freedom is
still bruised and broken, and our economy limping and deeply damaged.
If we do not learn the right lessons from this grim episode, then we will, for certain,
have to go through it all again.
Share or comment on this article: PETER HITCHENS: This Great Panic is foolish, yet
our freedom is still broken and economy crippled
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Reese Witherspoon,
44, goes for a jog with
lookalike daughter Ava
Phillippe, 20, after
selling $17million
Pacific Palisades
mansion
Shailene Woodley
delves into how she
filmed improvised love
scenes with Sebastian
Stan: 'There was a great
level of trust with the
actors'

ADVERTISEMENT

'Feeling so much
better': Linda Lusardi,
61, dons bunny ears
and thanks fans for their
support in fun Easter
selfie as she recovers
from COVID-19 battle
Shailene Woodley
reveals battle with a
'very scary physical
situation' which forced
her to 'let go' of her
career after the
Divergent movies: 'I was
very, very sick'
TALK OF THE TOWN:
Alexa Chung reveals the
secret to success is to
pay rich people to talk
to you

Jennifer Garner
swings by ex Ben
Affleck's home to pick
up daughter Violet, 14,
as the actor's girlfriend
Ana de Armas enjoys a
solo stroll
Tony Hawk reveals
why his first three
marriages failed - and
the reason he won't let
the same thing happen
again with fourth wife
Cathy Goodman
Vanessa Bryant
prepares to celebrate
her first Easter holiday
without Kobe and
Gianna as she shares
sweet photos of
daughters Bianka and
Capri
Tina Arena complains
she's out of a job and
struggling to pay her
mortgage due to the
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COVID-19 pandemic...
as she blasts the
government for
'ignoring the arts
industry'

'You're going to see
everything that I do in
isolation': Gemma
Collins is bringing Diva
Forever show BACK
with an insight into her
life on lockdown amid
the coronavirus
pandemic
Travis Scott shares
adorable video of
daughter Stormi
Webster dancing to Daft
Punk: 'This your vibe?
OK!'

Wuthering Heights star
Hilary Heath dies aged
74 after battle with
coronavirus
Tragedy

ADVERTISEMENT

Mariah Carey, 50, has
fun in the kitchen as she
'tries' to make a cake for
boyfriend Bryan Tanaka
on his 37th birthday
The 50-year-old posted a
photo to her Instagram
story
Furious Cornish local
berates Gordon Ramsay
for parking his massive
4x4 outside a shop after
TV chef attracted
criticism by moving to
his £4.4m place in the
country to wait out
coronavirus crisis
Love Island's Amber
Davies struggles to
contain her assets in a
black bandeau bikini as
she shares slew of
sizzling selfies from
home
'It makes my blood
boil': Gemma Oaten is
left furious after thieves
break into her
vulnerable parents'
home and steal food
and essentials
Kylie Jenner sips wine
and gazes at herself
while wearing a skimpy
bralette in late night
Instagram post: 'I can't
sleep'

'I'm making progress':
James Argent shares
his weight loss
transformation with
before and after snap
following Thailand
rehab stint
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The other side of Ricky
Gervais: Comic known
for baiting Hollywood
stars and taboobreaking jokes admits
he relies on his
girlfriend of 38 years so
much he hopes he dies
before her
Ellen DeGeneres and
Portia de Rossi deliver
boxes of PPE supplies
to fire department in
LA... after sparking
backlash for quarantine
joke
TALK OF THE TOWN:
Lady Mary really
disappoints Carson
being seen with an old
coffee mug

Billie Eilish hits out at
the double standard of
being slut-shamed for
posting a 'tame' bikini
photo: 'I can't win'

ADVERTISEMENT

Netflix's new reality TV
show 'Too Hot To
Handle' forces
swimsuit-clad singles to
live on an island
paradise - but they can't
KISS or have SEX
Deadliest Catch star
Jerod Sechrist is
arrested for the THIRD
time in six months for
grand theft as he
blames heroin addiction

Megan McKenna
sizzles in a daring red
swimsuit as she goes
make-up free in a
sizzling selfie from
lockdown

Colton Underwood
teases fans with photo
of his bald head after
Cassie Randolph takes
trimmers to his hair... as
he continues to recover
from COVID-19
Lucy Hale cuts a
casual figure in sweater
and baseball cap as she
heads out on dog walk
amid LA coronavirus
lockdown

'It would be amazing to
go to North Korea':
Dynamo reveals he
wants to perform magic
in every country in the
WORLD after
coronavirus
Khloe Kardashian
suspects Corey Gamble
is cheating on mom Kris
Jenner with a mystery
woman: 'We're going to
bust his a**'
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Blac Chyna shares
cute snap of daughter
Dream Kardashian with
blue locks: 'She wanted
to have colored hair like
mommy'
Is the breathing
exercise that Harry
Potter author JK
Rowling swears by to
beat coronavirus doing
more harm than good?

Little Britain creator
Matt Lucas reveals he
could AXE some of the
show's most
controversial characters
for new series to avoid
offending viewers

ADVERTISEMENT

Hilaria Baldwin cradles
her baby bump in new
selfie after revealing
due date of her fifth
child with husband Alec

'Feeling ready for this
chick to hatch!':
Pregnant Millie
Mackintosh showcases
her bump in a pink
gingham bikini for
mirror selfie
'We stay home for our
family!' Hugh Jackman
and wife Deborra-Lee
Furness make video
urging fans to remain in
isolation

Kara Tointon and
fiancé Marius Jensen
enjoy a stroll in the
sunshine with their son
Frey, 16 months, as they
visit the fishmongers in
coronavirus lockdown
Chloe Lewis goes lowkey in a tight vest and
baggy white jeans as
she enjoys a stroll with
boyfriend Danny
Flasher and their baby
son Beau
Christina Milian
models colorful lingerie
from Rihanna's Savage
X Fenty line: 'Saturday
slay!'
The singer was wearing a
couple of sexy looks
Newlyweds Brittany
Snow and Tyler
Stanaland take a walk
around their
neighborhood as LA
lockdown is extended

Game of Thrones' The
Mountain and wife
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Kelsey Henson reveal
they're expecting a boy
... as they burst balloon
to reveal blue confetti
amid home lockdown

Paul McCartney's
handwritten lyrics for
Hey Jude sell for
£730,000 as collectors
get caught up in bidding
war
Harry Potter star
Rupert Grint announces
girlfriend Georgia
Groome is PREGNANT
with their first
child... after actress
debuted baby bump on
shopping trip

ADVERTISEMENT

Lily Allen celebrates
boyfriend David
Harbour's birthday in
lockdown as they
continue to be holed up
together during
coronavirus pandemic
Emily Ratajkowski
puts on a VERY racy
display as she straddles
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard in bed
during romantic night in

EXCLUSIVE Britain's
Got Talent: Amanda
Holden leaves Simon
Cowell stunned by
revealing there are
translators for CATS
AND DOGS

Love Island's Lucie
Donlan sets pulses
racing in black lace
lingerie as she shares
another sexy snap
during coronavirus
lockdown
Chloe Goodman
cradles her baby bump
in a white T-shirt as she
heads to medical
appointment after
admitting her 'anxiety is
through the roof'
Coronation Street
stars join forces with
Women's Aid to offer
help for sufferers of
domestic abuse during
coronavirus lockdown

Myleene Klass is every
inch the proud mum as
she watches daughters
Ava, 12, and Hero, 8,
shower son Apollo,
seven months, with
affection
'We've worked hard...
we can't feel bad':
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Justin Bieber hit with
backlash after tone-deaf
call with Kendall Jenner
about being 'blessed'
with life in lockdown

Kim Kardashian
shares funny throwback
snap with her sisters in
leopard print onesies as
she celebrates National
Sibling Day
Jesy Nelson shows ex
Chris Hughes what he's
missing as she flaunts
her figure in a busty red
bikini while soaking up
the sun during
lockdown

ADVERTISEMENT

Rod Stewart is joined
by wife Penny
Lancaster, daughter
Ruby and sons Aiden
and Alistair for concert
from the singer's home
to help raise money for
charity amid
coronavirus crisis
Amanda Holden
reveals she'd put
'ANYTHING in her
mouth' if she went on
I'm A Celebrity... but
says she'll only go on
the show on ONE
condition
Rita Ora rocks double
denim as she performs
How To Be Lonely after
revealing how happy
she is new single has
helped people in
isolation
Eniko Hart showcases
her baby bump in mirror
selfie as she says she's
'suffering a lot of hair
loss' while husband
Kevin goes shirtless to
rehearse Tik Tok dance
Chris Tarrant's son
Toby admits he used to
CHEAT on the Who
Wants To A Millionaire?
pub quiz machine after
a version was sent to
their house
Rita Ora puts on an
eye-popping display as
she goes braless while
soaking up the sun in
her garden before
showcasing her
impressive art skills
during lockdown
Britain's Got Talent
SPOILER: First round of
auditions sees
contortionist Papi Flex
and a
dancing Dachshunds
act try to impress the
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judges

Justin Bieber shares
sultry pics of wife
Hailey posing in a luxe
chrome bathtub...
following criticism for
boasting about 'blessed'
life in quarantine
Kylie and Kendall
Jenner model their own
clothing line as they
announce an online
expansion: 'So excited'
The ladies shared a clip
from their collection
Vanessa Hudgens
looks back at
Coachella... weeks after
she was panned for
coronavirus remarks
deemed ignorant and
irresponsible

ADVERTISEMENT

'It's about finally being
confident in my own
skin': X Factor's Lucy
Spraggan shares before
and after snaps as she
reflects on her weight
loss journey after
dropping three dress
sizes
Ben Affleck and Ana
de Armas wear
matching face masks on
early morning outing
before actor takes son
Samuel on a bike ride

AMANDA PLATELL:
Our royals have never
been so crucial to us nor Harry and Meghan
so irrelevant

Emma Hemming walks
with daughters as
husband Bruce Willis
apparently quarantines
with ex Demi Moore
.

Khloe Kardashian
talks True's birthday
plans and self filming
KUWTK... before joking
about her different voice
in episode one of the
show
Kristen Stewart's
girlfriend Dylan Meyer
calls her 'my absolute
favorite person' as she
posts birthday message
Sweet

'This is the worst I've
felt in a really long
time': Nadiya Hussain
reveals her anxiety has
reached 'new heights'
amid the coronavirus
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lockdown as star
struggles with isolation

Prince Andrew is seen
in public for first time in
nearly three months in
Instagram post with exwife Sarah Ferguson as
they pack donations for
hospice workers during
coronavirus crisis
'We need escapism':
Alesha Dixon on why
the return of Britain's
Got Talent has come at
the right time amid
COVID-19... and why
there is no room for
female rivalry with
Amanda Holden
Rihanna admonishes
fans for fretting about
album 'when I'm tryna
save the world' ...after
announcing team-up
with Twitter CEO Jack
Dorsey to aid domestic
violence victims
April Love Geary visits
the grocery store for the
second time in a week...
as California remains
under strict coronavirus
lockdown orders

Coronation Street
filmed whole episodes
and rewrote scenes 'at a
moment's notice' hours
before set lockdown to
ensure soap could stay
on air as long as
possible
Jada Pinkett Smith
reveals one of her eyes
is 'wayyyyy smaller'
than the other as she
posts makeup free
selfie

Lana Del Rey dons
plaid coat with face
mask as she steps out
with her sister Caroline
Grant in LA

Hugh Jackman and
wife Deborra-Lee
Furness wear face
masks as they take their
dogs for a walk in New
York amid the
coronavirus pandemic
Liam Gallagher
announces free gig for
thousands of NHS
workers to thank them
for working on the
frontlines of
coronavirus crisis
Kylie Jenner ditches
elaborate manicures
and says she might
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KEEP her natural nails
after lockdown
Au naturel

Sarah Silverman dons
a playful beanie as she
cheers on essential
workers in NYC from
her apartment balcony
Daisy Ridley thrills
fans by reading Star
Wars-themed children's
book to share her
gratitude to the public
for staying indoors amid
coronavirus crisis
Paloma Faith reveals
she took part in a
topless lesbian sex
scene in arthouse film
for £250 because she
couldn't make her rent

Kelly Osbourne covers
up in face mask while
out for a walk with
brother's girlfriend Aree
Gearhart

Octavia Spencer is
pretty in pink as she
wraps up in a print
muffler to get some
fresh air

'She's glamorous and
loves the show too':
Strictly bosses are
'desperate to sign up
Michelle Keegan for this
year's series following
her departure from Our
Girl'
Kanye West drops out
of Joel Osteen's virtual
Easter concert for
safety of his Sunday
Service Choir

Khloe Kardashian
shares a swimsuit snap
as she tells fans to stay
home so self-isolation
ends before the hot
months: 'We all got s***
to do this summer'
Patrick
Schwarzenegger takes a
break from quarantine
for stroll with girlfriend
Abby Champion

Kim Kardashian
attempts to film a
KUWTK confessional on
her own as she
becomes a 'glam squad,
camera operator,
lighting team and
producer'
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Ulrika Jonsson, 52,
showcases her slender
figure in a plunging
yellow bikini as she
reveals she last fit in the
swimwear eight years
ago
Stacey Solomon
DRENCHES herself in
water before embracing
a shirtless Joe Swash
as she films a hilarious
Tik Tok video

'Happy anniversary my
brown eyed girl': Pierce
Brosnan, 66, and wife
Keely Shaye Smith, 56,
mark 26 years together
in sweet throwback
snaps
Vicky Pattison flashes
her VERY taut abs in
slouchy grey joggers
and a black sports bra
as she admits to feeling
'bored' in isolation

'That highlight':
Sophie Turner
entertains herself in
isolation by giving
husband Joe Jonas a
VERY glamorous
makeover
Riverdale's Lili
Reinhart sobs as she
shares how her pet Milo
was 'attacked by
another dog' and is now
in animal hospital

Louis Tomlinson's
ex Briana Jungwirth
accidentally sets her
jumper on FIRE after
playing with a candle
during lockdown
livestream
Gordon Ramsay's wife
Tana, 45, and son Jack,
20, head out for a run
near their beach house
after angering locals by
spending lockdown at
£4m second home
Steven Moffat reveals
he WON'T return to
Doctor Who to write
story for Jodie
Whittaker's Time Lord
because he's 'run out of
ideas'
The day the music
died: American Pie
singer Don McLean
says modern hits make
him 'want to hang
himself' as 74-year-old
slams 'nihilistic' society
which respects nothing
Kim Kardashian, 39,
shares rare loving
photo with billionaire
makeup mogul sister
Kylie Jenner, 22, on
National Siblings Day: 'I
love you, sis'
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Raven-Symoné and
Kiely Williams detail
childhood Cheetah Girls
drama on Instagram and
make amends

Harry Potter star
Rupert Grint and
girlfriend Georgia
Groome stock up on
supplies as they step
out together in London
amid lockdown
Matthew
McConaughey and
Camila Alves team with
Bethenny Frankel to
donate 80k protective
masks to healthcare
workers, police and
firefighters amid
coronavirus pandemic
Mama June's eldest
daughter Anna reveals
she's working at
Walmart following $120k
plastic surgery
makeover

Amy Schumer and
chef husband Chris
Fischer will star in
cooking show on Food
Network... with the
actress mixing cocktails
as he whips up dishes
from home amid COVID19 quarantine
K-Pop sensation BTS
announce plans for an
at-home concert series
after cancelling shows
due to coronavirus

Khloe Kardashian's
BFF Malika Haqq
cradles baby Ace as she
tells fans 'this love
overflows!'
Ace is one day away from
being four weeks old
Geordie Shore's Aaron
Chalmers and girlfriend
Talia Oatway reveal
they've named their
baby boy Romeo AJ
after announcing the
arrival of their first child
together
Brooklyn Beckham
shares a cosy snap with
glamorous girlfriend
Nicola Peltz from
lockdown as couple
urge fans to 'stay home'
amid coronavirus
pandemic
Tinsley Mortimer and
fiance Scott Kluth
donate $20k to family of
RHONY editor who died
from coronavirus

Selena Gomez appears
to take jab at exes
Justin Bieber and The
Weeknd by turning men
into toads for new
single Boyfriend
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Justin Bieber
incorporates his
spiritual side in music
video for song
Habitual... as he sings
inside a deserted
church and transforms
into an animated
version of himself
Kris Jenner asks
KUWTK crew to leave
the room as she has sex
with beau Corey
Gamble in Kylie's office
after admitting she
'can't get enough'
Fergie posts selfie
with little sister Dana on
National Siblings Day
after celebrating her
birthday in quarantine

Lena Dunham
celebrates two years of
sobriety with a smiling
selfie on Instagram: 'It's
a miracle I can't take for
granted'

The 'Coughing Major'
WAS a cheat: CHRIS
TARRANT's furious and
riveting riposte as a
new TV drama hints at
the infamous Who
Wants to Be a
Millionaire contestant's
innocence
Convicted rapist
Harvey Weinstein is
charged with sexual
battery by restraint in
LA, as woman claims
disgraced producer
sexually assaulted her
at the Beverly Hills hotel
in 2010
Tiger King's Carole
Baskin - who was the
target of the murder-forhire plot that Joe Exotic
is jailed for - says
drones are swarming
over her Florida home
Friends reunion won't
happen in time for HBO
Max launch next
month... but entire
series will be available
to stream on the new
platform instead
Christina Applegate
and Linda Cardellini are
an unhinged duo on the
run in teaser trailer for
Dead To Me season two

Ashley Tisdale reveals
her self-quarantine
makeup routine during
isolation
'Today I wanted to do a
little makeup tutorial for
you all'
Shack up with a top TV
star! Not the actors but
the stunning properties
you can rent for up to
£28,000 per week, from
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Killing Eve's lakeside
retreat to The Crown's
London townhouse

Taylor Swift shows
love for younger brother
Austin on National
Siblings Day... and
promotes his new
movie too
Vicki Gunvalson to be
a grandma again:
Daughter
Briana Culberson
announces she is
pregnant with baby
number three
Michelle Money
reveals daughter Brielle
got extubated and is off
the ventilator with her
neck brace removed...
12 days after her
skateboarding accident:
'Things are going really
good'

EXCLUSIVE

DailyMailTV: Shaggy
celebrates the 20th
anniversary of hit It
Wasn't Me with a rerelease of chart-topping
album Hot Shot
Gwyneth Paltrow looks
gloomy on rainy stroll
with husband Brad
Falchuk in LA after
admitting to tensions at
home amid quarantine

Eva Longoria shows
off her toned body while
wearing friend Victoria
Beckham's activewear
as she works out in her
GARAGE during
isolation
Kourtney Kardashian
seems to want a fourth
child after she tells fans
'put the blessing out
there' when they
comment she looks
pregnant
Arnold
Schwarzenegger sends
1,000 lunches to
'unbelievable' medical
workers on the front line
against coronavirus

Pregnant Danielle
Armstrong displays her
baby bump in black
bikini top as she
reassures fans she has
NOT gone after social
media silence
What about social
distancing Gazza? Paul
Gascoigne poses for a
picture with a fan amid
claims he's visiting a
seaside town for the
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break

Meghan Markle's
wedding dress designer
Clare Waight Keller
leaves Givenchy after
three years as artistic
director - having
become the first ever
woman to head up the
couture brand
Amanda Holden shows
off her incredible
physique in a purple
bikini as she sunbathes
in her garden during
coronavirus lockdown
Striking
Makeup-free Elle
Macpherson looks
upbeat as she wears her
face mask on her head
after grabbing coffee in
Miami

EXCLUSIVE Caprice,
48, is loving her 'new
curves' after putting on
'half a stone' during
lockdown as she
displays her incredible
figure in sizzling shoot
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